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Chapter 2329 

“Yes, let’s go around first, I think the other companies must have come in too, 

but I don’t know where they were teleported, let’s see if we can meet them!” 

Bao Yukun nodded and said! 

David hid in the dark, listening to the conversations of a few people, he 

understood a little bit! 

It turns out that the entrance to this new secret realm has also been opened in 

the Hidden Realm. No wonder these people from the Hidden Realm will enter 

here! 

Seeing these people getting closer, David held his breath and restrained his 

breath completely, for fear of being discovered! 

After all, Tong Haiyang from the Tianlei faction and Leng Wudao from the 

Flying Star faction now think that he killed their son, and they want to seek 

revenge on him! 

Now David is praying not to be discovered by these people. In addition, he 

hopes to meet Yue Buqun and the others from the Pure Yang Sect. David is 

now suppressed by the Dao of Heaven, and he is really going to be in danger. 

helper! 



At this time, David thought of Qu Yunchang again. It would be great if he 

could also enter this secret territory. With Qu Yunchang’s strength, David 

would not be afraid of these people! 

What was scary came, when these people passed by David, although David 

was already trying to restrain his breath, he was still discovered by Leng 

Wudao! 

“Who? Come out quickly…” 

Leng Wudao stopped, and then looked towards the place where David was 

hiding! 

Following Leng Wudao’s roar, dozens of pairs of eyes looked at David’s hiding 

place! 

Seeing this, David knew that he couldn’t hide anymore, so he got up slowly! 

When he saw David, Leng Wudao frowned and said, “Who are you?” 

Leng Wudao had never seen David before and saw that David was not a 

person from the hidden world, so he asked! 

“David, why are you here?” 

At this moment, Tong Yougong recognized David and asked with surprise on 

his face. 

When Leng Wudao heard that it was David, infinite killing intent erupted from 

his body instantly!> 

“This secret place is not yours, why can’t I be here?” 

David replied to Tong Yougong. 

“You…” 



Tong Yougong’s face turned cold, and he was about to attack David, but was 

stopped by Tong Haiyang! 

“This kid is very strong, you may not be an opponent…” 

Tong Haiyang knew that even Wang Defa was no match for David, so Tong 

Yougong couldn’t beat David even more! 

They still don’t know that David’s strength is suppressed at this time, even if 

Tong Yougong makes a move, he can defeat David! 

“Are you David?” At this time, Leng Wudao took a step forward, standing in 

front of David, and asked. “Yes!” David 

nodded, and then asked, “Who are you? 

“ 

When he was in the cloud, the killing intent in his eyes became stronger! 

“I’ve said it a long time ago. I didn’t kill Leng Yun. It was the Great Protector of 

the Fentian Sect who absorbed his strength. That’s why he died. It has nothing 

to do with me.” 

David explained! 

“Do you think I will believe you?” Leng Wudao sullenly said, “I know you are 

very powerful, even the number one assassin of our Flying Star Sect, Qisha 

Jun, died in your hands, but today you met I, I will never let you go.” When 

David heard this, he was stunned for a moment, because Lord Qisha had 

escaped a long time ago, and he himself did not kill him, so he did not 

understand why the other party died. Woolen cloth? 



But when David was in a daze, the aura from Leng Wudao’s body had already 

erupted, and the terrifying power of the Martial Emperor, like a mountain, was 

pressing toward David! 

Leng Wudao wanted to see how strong David was at such a young age, he 

could even kill Lord Qisha! 

But when the terrifying aura enveloped David, David instinctively released the 

spiritual power in his body to resist! 

Chapter 2330 

It’s a pity that his strength has been suppressed, whether it is spiritual power 

or the power of the dragon, there are very few who can be used! 

Just as David breathed out his breath to resist, he was instantly crushed to the 

ground by a huge force! 

The huge pressure instantly caused cracks to appear on the ground under 

David’s feet. David was lying on the ground, gritting his teeth tightly, his face 

extremely hideous! 

If it wasn’t for David’s physical body is strong enough, he would have already 

turned into a puddle of meat by now! 

Leng Wudao withdrew his breath, and looked at David in surprise! 

“Why is this strength?” 

Leng Wudao frowned. According to David’s strength, how could he kill Leng 

Yun, and how could he kill Lord Qisha? 

Tong Yougong was very surprised to see David like this. Even when he first 

met David, David’s strength was not so weak! 



“David, stop pretending. You can’t be so weak. Could it be that you want to 

show weakness on purpose and deceive us?” 

Tong Yougong asked loudly! 

David got up slowly, there was blood on the corner of his mouth, but he didn’t 

speak! 

It is impossible for him to say that his own strength has been suppressed! 

Seeing that David didn’t speak, Tong Yougong slapped David with a palm, and 

a beam of bright energy roared towards him, hitting David hard in the chest! 

David frowned slightly, and hurriedly mobilized the power of the dragon, 

trying to activate the indestructible golden body! 

As the golden light shone from David’s body, pieces of golden scales began to 

cover David’s whole body. 

But as soon as these scales were covered, David felt his dragon power 

dissipate in an instant, and his whole body became weak, and the 

indestructible golden body that had just been activated also dissipated 

directly! 

Boom…… 

This palm hit David firmly in the chest, and directly sent David flying. David 

flew all the way upside down, directly breaking more than a dozen trees, and 

then hit one piece hard. Stopped on the boulder! 

David only felt that his internal organs were constantly churning, and he took 

a mouthful.Blood spurted out! 

“How could this happen?” 



Tong Yougong looked at it in disbelief. He didn’t use his full strength just now, 

but he beat David so hard that he couldn’t fight back! 

“His aura is collapsing. It seems that his physical strength should be injured, 

which makes him unable to gather his strength.” 

At this time, Tong Haiyang spoke. He has been observing David. Just now, 

David mobilized the power of the dragon, but he couldn’t activate it. When 

the golden body was broken, the power quickly dissipated. This shows that 

David is not weak in strength, but because of some reason, the power cannot 

be gathered! 

“I don’t care if you are not strong, or because you are injured and can’t gather 

your strength, you must be responsible for my son’s death.” 

“Today I will avenge my son…” 

Leng Wudao finished, The palm waved towards David! 

Leng Wudao, who is the Martial Emperor, just waved his hand casually, and 

the world changed color instantly, and a huge palm print appeared in the 

midair, like Wuzhi Mountain, pressing towards David! 

The palm print hadn’t arrived, but the coercive force had already crushed 

David to the ground in an instant, and he couldn’t stand up at all. 

David was lying on the ground, his bones were rattling, the huge pressure 

made his body start to crack, and bloodstains appeared one after another! 

David looked at the huge palm print in the air. At this moment, he felt the 

breath of death, and death was right in front of his eyes! 

Scenes of pictures began to flash across David’s mind, and the figures of 

women appeared one by one. 



And in a trance, he seemed to see his mother, with a kind smile on her face, 

walking towards him slowly! 

He also saw his father, that mighty and tall figure, but he couldn’t see his 

father’s appearance clearly! 

Even so, David was already very satisfied, and there was a faint smile on 

David’s face! 

“It seems that I have to find another host…” 

The old man’s voice sounded. 

He couldn’t help David, and he wasn’t even a soul at this time. 

 


